Dear Readers,

S

pringfield Missouri is an ideal destination where travellers stop to savour moments that make life
fulfilling. The heart and soul of Ozarks is a wonderful place that provides simple pleasures of life that can
be forever cherished. Read Meetings Point to feel the spirit of Springfield which is bound to leave
anyone mesmerized!
California's Cheese Trail is known for distinctive, hand-crafted cheese. Relish the mouth-watering delicacy in
some of its famous properties by either reserving full tours, cheese tasting or cheese-making classes. Know
more about the trails in our Special Feature.
July 4 is the day for celebrating American Independence marking a huge day of celebration for the country.
Traditionally the Independence Day event is held at the White House and Americans around the world hold
parties or gather to see the firework displays and parades. Bristol in Rhode Island is known to host the nation's
longest running Independence Day celebrations starting from mid June and continuing till July 4. Go through
our Cover Story for better revelation of the revelry.
Feel the power of glaciers, strength of granite and persistence of life in the heavenly Yosemite National Park.
The park is brimming with waterfalls, deep valleys and grand meadows. Read on to know more about its
tranquility in Destination Diary.
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D

eep-rooted in classic
American Heritage,
perfectly mixing small
town hospitality with big city
amenities Springfield, Missouri is
the pulse of Ozarks or the Queen
city of Ozarks.
The southernmost city of the U.S
is also known as the 'Cultural
Center of the Ozarks', the
'Gateway to the Ozarks' and the
'Birthplace of Route 66'. Its
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southern roots emanate from the
territory of Missouri included in
the Louisiana Purchase of 1803.
The Ozarks is a physiographic
region covering several portions
of the northern Arkanas and
southern Missouri. Later the
treaty land was received by the
Delaware Native Americans, at
present, it has the Springfield
Sequiota Park and the antique
stores of Galloway Village.

On August 10, 1821 and 1833
Missouri was designated as a
single county and was named for
Revolutionary War General
Nathanael Greene. It is the thirdlargest city in the U.S state of
Missouri and the county seat of
Greene County. The Springfield
Metropolitan Area has counties
of Christain, Dallas, Greene, Polk
and Webster.

Inside the city thrives several
high performing universities- the
Missouri State University Drury
University, and Evangel
University. The city runs on
health care, manufacturing,
retail, education and tourism. Its
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retail sector generates more than
$4.1 billion annually and $5.8
billion in the Springfield MSA and
the Battlefield Mall is the largest
shopping mall.
Two major American Christian
denominations—General Council

of the Assemblies of God in the
United States of America and
Baptist Bible Fellowship
International have their
headquarters here.

University Plaza Hotel &
Convention Center
A top meeting destination in
prime downtown location
provides guests with sheer
comfort in a fantastic setting
setting.
The contemporary hotel is
replete with modern amenities
and hospitality. There is 120,000
square foot of flexible meeting
space inclusive of the Springfield
Expo Center across the street.
There are options galore for the
business travelers – free Wi-Fi,
breakfast buffet, indoor and
outdoor pools, sundeck and the
relaxing Terrace Lounge.

From boat shows, auto shows,
sporting events, concerts and
dances its 112,000 square feet of
floors space conduct events
successfully. It can seat upto
3,000 people for dinner; there is
a provision for on -site catering
and tractor and loading docks.

White River Conference
Center is uniquely crafted 3-

Springfield Expo Center is a
host to major trade shows,
conventions, concerts and
sporting events along with a wide
array of configurations for
exhibits. There are around seven
breakout meeting rooms.
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story stone fireplace, a
beautifully staged woodland
habitat with a surreal waterfall.
Its exquisite banquet features
handmade iron and deerskin
chandeliers, which is ideal for
treating family or a fun-filled
evening with associates.
The Sportsman's Lodge is apt for
intimate gatherings or cocktail
receptions, those needing more

space can avail the ballroom
which is more than 3000 square
feet. It has the flexibility of
adjoining for catering different
sizes or groups.
There are more than 60 lodging
facilities and 6,000 hotel rooms
and as per the Springfield
Convention and Visitors Bureau,
about 3,000,000 overnight
visitors and day-trippers visit the
city annually which has spending
of more than $1,000,000
annually for marketing the city as
a travel destination.

Visit the only caves in Northern
America – the fantastic

caverns. The tram ride is pulled
along a jeep with an exciting tour
of the caves and the path traces
an ancient river. It is also known
for holding venue for music
events in the 1950s.
Dickerson Park Zoo has more
than 500 different animals with
160 species. In 1975 the zoo was
in state of disrepair due to lack of
funding, but a support group
came to its help and has now
turned it into a major attraction
of the city.
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Pythian Home Of Missouri is a
must go. In 1913 the Pythian
Castle was built on Missouri by
the Knights of Pythias, and later
the property was later
transferred to the U.S. Military.
The building is listed on the U.S
National Register of Historic
Places and tours are available
year round.

Gillioz Theatre was built in 1926
by M.E. Gillioz basically known
for building bridges resulted in
the built up of theatre from steel
and concrete. During its start, it
showed silent movies and would
host live shows. At present, it
organises music events and can
accommodate 1300 people at a
time.
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Shibuya is gearing up for 2020 Olympics with
fashion and creative tourism
The tourism in Shibuya resurrects with fashion and
creative tourism to greet upcoming 2020 Olympics.
The Japanese Government and Tokyo Metropolitan
Government are banking on tourism investments
to project Japan as tourism friendly nation. It is a
part of a wider plan to consolidate the city's
numerous CBDs and make them more foreignerfriendly. 'Abenomic' initiatives such as Special
Economic Zones offering tax benefits, language
support and simplified visas have already made
Tokyo's central wards more appealing to overseas
companies, and these new developments will
break down even more barriers. Shibuya is now a
major center of fashion, culture and nightlife in
Tokyo. It becomes a leading hub of technology and
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creative industry. It is an ambitious 15-year
regeneration funded by public and private
investment in transforming Shibuya beyond
recognition.

Hampton by Hilton launches nine new hotels
in the U.S. and abroad
Hampton by Hilton has launched its nine new
properties including Hampton Inn by Hilton
Opelousas in Louisiana, Hampton Inn by Hilton
Benson in North Carolina and Hampton In by Hilton
Bournonnais Kankanee in Illinois. These openings
are well-suited to complement traveler demand for
thoughtful service and value-driven
accommodations and are part of the extensive
growth of Hampton by Hilton with over 2,345
properties in 21 nations and regions.

Philippines expects the arrival of more than
329,000 international cruise visitors
The Tourism Department in Philippines hopes the
arrival of more than 329,000 international cruise
visitors in 2018.
In 2017 total cruise calls in the Philippines reached
140, with passengers at 195,751. Now in 2018, the
government is expecting the boom. The
Department of Transportation in Philippines is
targeting visitor arrivals via cruises to reach
456,164 passengers with 402 port calls by 2022,
the last year of President Duterte's term of office,
from 47,098 visitor arrivals via 56 port calls in
2016.

Domestic tourism in Great Barrier Reef is
declining due to marine pollution
The domestic tourists' arrivals in Great Barrier Reef
have fallen dramatically, as the marine heat wave is
maximizing.
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According to a new report that reveals fewer
domestic visitors are heading to north Queensland
to visit the natural wonder. The report has been
prepared by Centre for Tourism and Regional
Opportunities at Central Queensland University. At
Cairns, the domestic visitor numbers and revenue
from interstate tourism were down in 2016 and
2017. A survey of domestic tourists at Cairns
airport found that, at the start of 2016, the third
most common reason for visiting the tropical north
city was to see the reef. It is seen that the marine
heat wave was causing the biggest coral bleaching
event in history – the reef dropped to 12th on that
list.
The survey conducted by CQU found that visitors to
Cairns were generally aware that coral bleaching
was occurring through media reports and that
there was a high and increasing level of concern
about the bleaching events. The Great Barrier Reef,
which is the largest living structure on the planet,
features heavily in Australian tourism promotions.

Cover Story

T

hirteen colonies of America declared
themselves as states of a new nation on
July 4, 1776 after a war with Britain.
Thomas Jefferson, the founding father made the
declaration through the adoption of the
Declaration of Independence and since then the
Fourth of July marks the birth of America.
Massive fireworks, parties, parades, family
reunion mark the occasion along with patriotic
displays, barbecues and games. A huge show is
put up in the White House on the South Lawn.

A record-breaking 46.9 million Americans will travel
this Independence Day, an increase of more than five
percent compared to last year and the highest
number since AAA started tracking 18 years ago.
Confident consumers with additional disposable
income will look to spend on travel this holiday,
building on an already busy summer travel season.
For the 39.7 million Americans planning a Fourth of
July road trip, INRIX, a global transportation analytics
company, predicts travel times in the most congested
cities in the U.S. could be twice as longer than the
normal trip, with Tuesday, July 3 being the busiest day
on the roads. AAA encourages travelers to remain
patient and give themselves plenty of time to get to
their Independence Day destinations safely.
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Julie Hall, Public Relations Manager
and National Spokesperson, AAA
(American Automobile Association)
forecasts on the American
Independence day travel.

Boston's freedom trail includes major places -Africa Meeting House, Paul Revere House, Old North Church,
Bunker Hill and the U.S. constitution. Annual Boston Harborfest is held all around the city cherishing the
colonial and maritime heritage. The Adams National Historical Park is located 11 miles south preserves the
homes of two American presidents. A stage play called 'Jefferson & Adams: A Stage Play' is hosted here that
reveals the story of founding fathers' turbulent 50-year friendship. The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere at the
Longfellow House Washington's Headquarters National Historic site and Minute Man National Historical Park
(known for the fighting at North Bridge in 1775 led the 13 British Colonies on the way to freedom) should be
explored.
See the iconic Statue of Liberty by boarding the Statue Cruises ferry. Visit the Gateway National Recreation
Area's Staten Island Unit and tour Fort Wadsworth which was fortified and held by the British for war. Sandy
Hook Light in New Hersey, the oldest working lighthouse in the U.S. and was built by the British soldiers during
the Revolutionary War, is a major attraction. One can reserve a spot on the ranger-guided Sandy Hook Canoe
Cruise.
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There are celebrations galore and one can join the special event Independence National Historical Park Visitor
Center. The Valley Forge National Historic Park is less than an hour's drive located northwest from
Philadelphia,it celebrates independence at the July 4th Community Picnic in the Park. Musket demonstrations,
historical game, music prorgammes etc are held. Here one can get to interact with the founding fathers and
sign the Declaration of Independence, learn the meaning of the American Flag and the role Valley Forge had in
securing independence.

Yorktown is the place where the American and the French troop fought with British and defeated them during
the last battle of American Revolution. The film 'Siege of Yorktown' provides self-guided auto tour of the
battlefield along with showcasing portions of the General Washington's campaign tents. During summer an
interpreter at the Yorktown conducts the Young Soldiers Program on how the soldiers fought during the
American Revolution. Those interested in the story of Jamestown, the first permanent English settlement in
North America must visit the Colonial National Historical Park. Special events are held celebrating the birth
anniversary of the battle. The nearby Colonial Williamsbur , 'the Revolutionary city' is a must visit.
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View the original copy of the Declaration of Independence at the National Archives, annual concerts on the
Capitol grounds attract many with celebration galore. There are special family activities, presentation of
colours, old guard fife and drum corps. The National Archives get insights from the Record of Rights and also
view the Founding Documents. Tour the Douglass' home at the Frederick Douglass National Historic Site or
hear excerpts of his famous 1852 speech- What to the Slave is the Fourth of July.
An annual Smithsonian Folk Life Festival is held at the National Mall in Washington, one can get to salute the
first commander-in-chief- at the George Washington's Mount Vernon Estate and Gardens right outside the
District of Columbia in Mount Vernon in Virginia. The first Independence Day was celebrated in Rhode Island
on July 4, 1777. Thirteen gunshots were fired in a salute to honour each colonies and it was the longest-running
Independence Day celebrations in the country. In the 1870s the day was made an unpaid national holiday for
the federal workers but the congress made it a paid holiday in 1938.
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Special Feature

T

aylor Swift – the globally
celebrated American
singer-songwriter famed
for classy albums like 'Red' or
'Love Story' – literally swears by
'cheese'. This dairy delight is
among the top six food her
refrigerator is always wellstocked with – be it ParmigianoReggiano or Parmesan, as
revealed by this blonde beauty
once in one of her interviews!
Cheese wonders are aweinspiring to say the least.
Addictive. Alluring.
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Crave some more.. Eternal Charisma of Cheese
Admirers, how about escaping into some
fantasies… California cows lazing in the sun amidst
a lush backdrop of rolling green hills of pastoral
bliss and a soft, mild, creamy farmstead cheese
dipped in a tempting cup of hot chocolate!
Good news is: this dream can be realized, thanks to
22,000 acres of landscapes dedicated to dairy in
the spectacular country of Northern California.
We might be familiar with this part of the globe as
a wine country, but it also flaunts a fascinating

façade of 'cow country', particularly North of San
Francisco in Sonoma and Marin.

Cheers to Cheese: Spread generously over a 100
mile-long trail, you would be greeted with more
than 30 cheesemakers producing nearly 100
varieties of small-batch cheese and also the world's
best brie.
Here is a lowdown on the top cheese tasting tours
of California:

1
The ideal first stop on this delectable trail is a
place that is about 25 miles north of the
Golden Gate Bridge, Nicassio Valley!
The Lafranchi family has been operating a
dairy here ever since 1919. However, it was
only in 2010 that they started creating
'farmstead cheese' (made with milk from its
own cows). They have been honored with
awards for their exclusive Swiss-style
cheeses, all made with organic milk.
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2
Two girls started the now famous 'Cowgirl
Creamery'. Its foundations lay in a humble
old hay barn in the quaint town of Pt. Reyes
Station. Currently, the barn is known as
'Tomales Bay Foods'.
It is an elite stopover for cheese class and
tasting. Try their 'Red Hawk', a triple-cream,
soft rind cheese washed in brine solution
imparting it a rusty hue. Slather it on olive
bread for a phenomenal taste.

3
Marin French Cheese Company is the oldest
soft-ripened cheese producer in California
that started its operation in 1865.
A sneak peek into their production room
offers view of how they continue to make it
manually right from pouring the curds and
whey to straining to, to filling molds where
the cheese would firm up while they prepare
it for aging.
One should sample their 'Rouge et Noir Triple
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4
If you crave for fresh cheese made within
hours of milking, Point Reyes Farmstead
Cheese Company is an ideal brand. They
utilize milk from the family's closed herd of
300 Holstein cows that are raised from birth
right on its premises.
Bold and salty, it is best relished with Port
wine, pecans and pears.

5
A sight of at least 300 smiling free goats cheer
up visitors at a family-owned, beautiful goat
dairy farming company, the Redwood Hill
Farm. It is the first certified humane goat
dairy in the United States.
Solar-powered creamery here should be
explored and goat milk cheeses, kefirs, and
yogurts should be tasted.
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6
It commenced with sheep and represents
another family-operated creamery.
At Bellwether Farms, cheese addicts would
find Callahan flock of sheep, moving and
milking – producing vintage cheeses and
yogurt. But then, of late, Jersey cows also
share the limelight and one must sample the
Whole Jersey Milk Ricotta to discover the
unique appeal of the brand.
Cheese aficionados often dollop it over pasta
or serve as dessert with toasted pistachios.

7
The luxurious 'Truffle Tremor' of Cypress
Grove Chevre is a must-try for cheese-lovers.
Freckled with Italian black truffle, this
velvety ripened goat cheese is enough to
tempt the most diligent of dieters!
It is based in the beaches of Humboldt
County, nestled between redwoods and the
Pacific Ocean.
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8
Entirely made of milk from Animal Welfareapproved East Friesian dairy ewes, cheese
from Barinaga Ranch leaves one craving for
more.
Perennially, the ewes graze on organicallymanaged pastures. They are milked from
April through October. Apart from cheese,
they also sell yarn, blankets, and hats
manufactured from the sheep's wool.

As the sun descends into the
distant horizon, pamper your
soul with young, soft, goat
Chevre cheese, pairing it with a
glass of incredible Bordeaux or
Merlot and let it leave you in a
delightful trance!
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A world-class destination for all seasons, Yosemite National Park in
Mariposa County is California's greenest part. This location inspires
you to feel lively and refreshes your soul with picturesque scenery and
cultural festivals. Yosemite National Park is one of California's most
formidable natural landscapes offering biking, fishing, hiking, gold
panning, horseback riding, and rafting.
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Destination Diary

California's Yosemite National Park is set in Sierra Nevada Mountains. It
welcomes millions of international and national visitors every year, especially
during Independence Day holiday and weekends. It allures visitors for its
dramatic waterfalls, 500 mature giant sequoias, red metamorphic rock
structures, abundant wildlife, and awe-inspiring cliffs. If you are looking for a
vacation, immerse yourself in the stillness of nature or you can involve in
different adventure activities. Yosemite National Park is one such place giving
you all the opportunity.
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Yosemite Music Festival

Performance of Mariposa Symphony Orchestra

Discover a wide array of cultural events in Yosemite.
In July, the annual Yosemite Music Festival gives you a
musical experience by engaging electric sounds and
rock culture. Yosemite Music Festival originated as
the grass root collaboration of local musicians who
wanted to share music with their community. Later, it
became an important festival in Mariposa County's
cultural scene.

Mariposa Symphony Orchestra entertains the
visitors and residents with inspiring melodious
works. Its symphonic journey started in 2002 with 31
musicians and has now grown with 60 musicians who
entertain relentlessly with impressive performances.

Sierra Art Trails
If you visit Yosemite in autumn, please do not forget
to go to Sierra Art Trails. It is the largest and most
anticipated arts event in Yosemite, featuring artists
and artisans working on painting, photography,
jewelry-making, sculpture-designing, fiber artworks,
wood carving, and ceramic-works.
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Mariposa County Fair
The Mariposa County Fair is a family-fun fiesta
elevating the local economy and fulfilling your
shopping spree. The agricultural events, displays,
demonstrations, entertainment, carnival, and
midway provide a great amusement for the young
and the young-at-heart.

Gold Panning in Yosemite National Park
Yosemite National Park has many gold panning
locations. One such natural location is the banks of
the Merced River. Finding gold dust in a river bed is
one of the special attractions here. Even today,
billions of dollars are spent in trading, collecting, and
searching for gold, whether it's in the form of a coin
or raw stuff that can be found beneath the cold
waters across the Western United States.

Plan for biking
Rent a bike here and explore the valley. In Yosemite,
you will find many bike rentals which are available in
summer time only. Bikes are the best vehicle to travel
here. There are over 12 miles of path paved only for
biking. Cycling around the Yosemite Valley helps you
avoid the headaches of traffic and find a parking spot
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during the busy summer months. It gives you a
different perspective about the landscape scenery,
letting you soak into those grand vistas instead of just
whizzing by them in your car.

Go for fishing
Want to spend your vacation in an ideal way? Choose
fishing here which are open round the year. Yosemite
Mariposa County offers its guests an outstanding
variety of sport and fly fishing opportunities. Make
sure that you have a valid California sport fishing
license to fish in Yosemite National Park. Boasting 58
permanent streams that stretch along a combined
length of 770 miles, Yosemite National Park
authorities respect the NPS Regulations on wildlife
fishing.

Though summer time gives
ample scope for fun-filled
recreation activities, Yosemite
also attracts tourists with a
bouquet of winter activities.
Skiing, snow-shoeing, and
skating are the adventurous
activities common in Yosemite
Ski & Snowboard Area.

Want to see the gorgeous valley? Yosemite
Mariposa County has its bus service offering tours
from San Francisco. See the breathtaking beauty
and learn the history and geology of the wildlife
culture of Yosemite National Park. Relax and
discover the incredible wildlife scenery and hidden
secrets of Yosemite and gather your knowledge
from professional Yosemite tour guides.

Yosemite Museum
Yosemite Museum is a collection house portraying
the rustic life of the Yosemite. It was designed by
architect Herbert Maier in 1925. Yosemite
Museum was the first building constructed as a
museum in the national park. It serves the visitors
with the best educational initiatives.
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Pioneer Yosemite History Museum

Horsetail fall

It possesses a grand collection of historic buildings
from Yosemite National Park. The visitors can walk
around the buildings all the year round, and the
interiors are open during summer on a limited basis.
There are also specialized programs and carriage
rides during summer.

Horsetail fall is a seasonal waterfall that flows during
winter and spring months. The natural fire fall gives
the most amazing spectacles. As the setting sun hits,
Horsetail Fall illuminates on the upper reaches of the
waterfall.

Bridalveil Fall
Bridalveil Fall is one of most iconic waterfalls,
probably second only to its big sister, Yosemite Falls.
The visitors can easily hike from the base of Bridalveil
Falls. Enjoy the drenching mists that swirl at the base
of the falls. A poncho is recommended in early spring.
This hiking trail is wheelchair accessible and petfriendly.
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El Capitan
It is 3,000 vertical feet of sheer rock granite. El Capitan poses as a beautiful model to the nature
photographers. It also gives an ultimate challenge to the professional climbers. Trekking is open throughout
the year.
Yosemite spends around $40 million dollars to protect its 500 giant sequoias. The restoration happened by
protecting 1800 years old trees, replacing asphalt with walking paths and removing commercial activities
from the valley. Sequoiadendron giganteum are some of the most remarkable organisms in the world that can
live up to 3,000 years. It is considered as the largest living tree, by volume, on the planet. The Mariposa Grove
Restoration Project Final Environmental Impact Statement laid the formal plans in 2013 and the work began in
2015. The goal of this initiative was to improve giant sequoia habitat and improve visitor experience. After
spending $40 million dollars and years of work, the Mariposa Grove reopened on June 15, 2018. So, this
Independency Day Holiday, visit Yosemite and enjoy the trip.
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Americans celebrate their summer festivals with music, fun-filled
events and gastronomic experiences. It brings out the best of American
culture, cities and landscapes. Here’s top 5 festivals worth celebrating this July .

F

rom the tasty American cuisine to best music line up, Windy City RibFest has the glamor for
projecting arts & crafts along with the fun and entertainment zones for kids, adults and families. This
fest is the perfect urban cultural platform for both daytime and evening fun.
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I

t is a three-day annual event sponsored by the Coosa River Paddling Club (CRPC), held in Wetumpka, Al.
Elmore County. Here experience the best kayaking competitions, adventure activities for amateur
boaters, and live entertainment rocking with hip-hop music. It is a charitable event devoted to
environmental protection and the development of historic sites and trails, which were developed along
riverside.
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S

ee and experience the true Cuban culture in Festival del Caribe which features poetry, theatre,
culinary arts, painting and music. This festival is highly popular among Cuban and North Americans
with street dances, performing arts and outdoor exhibitions.
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D

etroit's most popular outdoor weekend festival is Mo Pop Festival. This fest also showcases indierock, pop, hip-hop music and wide variety of Detroit's local cuisine and beverages. This 2018, Mo
Pop Festival will be headlined by Bon Iver, The National, Portugal.
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N

YC Panorama Music Festival is a popular summer music fiesta held at Randalls Island Park.
Celebrate joy and gaiety with best American culture. Panorama gives you the complete line up of
best American musicians and live rock bands.
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Show Highlight
2018 will cover the following topics:

R

evPAR in Singapore has been on a slight
downward trend since 2014, leading to
reduced operational profit for most.

Nonetheless,
there are reasons
to be optimistic in
2018. From this
year onwards,
s l o w e r
development pace will provide the much needed
buffer to the industry. It will allow hoteliers to
redirect their efforts into reinventing their business
models. This will herald the industry into a new era
of hotel operations with automations and
innovations. This year marks the beginning of the
period to position and prepare for the next round of
growth.
Hotel Management Singapore Summit (HMS), a
neutral one-stop strategy platform, will return on 20
September to directly address all key management,
operational, commercial and financial challenges
that impact corporate and property P&L. The
conference will explore the latest consumer trends
and revolutionary business models to help inspire
hotel leaders in their quests to reinventing their
operations.
This year, Hotel Management Singapore Summit
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£Navigating the ever-changing distribution

landscape
£Leveraging new consumer trends to grow rates

and generate peripheral revenue
£Enhancing operational efficiency through

technology adoptions
£Strategizing on segment mix and source markets

to ensure competitiveness
£Developing talents and controlling overhead costs

B

eing the region's premier exhibition for the
leisure, sports, and resorts industry, The
Leisure Show returns in 2018 for its 6th
edition. As an integral part of the hospitality portfolio
that boasts of established events such as The Hotel
Show Dubai and The Hotel Show KSA, the show caters
to the region's rapidly growing leisure market.
The Leisure Show will be a diverse experience for all
attendees looking to connect, network and do
business. More than just an exhibition, visitors to the
portfolio of hospitality events will witness new live
features, conferences, workshops, competitions and
many more.
WHAT'S ON THIS YEAR?
Outdoor Furniture Showcase is back for 2018 to shine
a light on the ever changing world of outdoor
designer furniture. The showcase area will attract a
targeted audience of buyers looking for the latest
designs in outdoor furniture and furnishings for their
hotel, resort and residential properties.
Outdoor Design Day -will provide a unique platform
for the Leisure Show audience to engage with the
design community through a series of conferences,
workshops, and presentations to gain valuable insight
into the region's design industry.
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Everything Golf -New
feature for the 2018 show,
Everything Golf is
designed for the owners
and operators of golf
facilities to experience the latest technological
advances and most innovative products, equipment
and services required for the design, development
and day to day running of golf courses.
The Fithub -returns for 2018 bringing together a
series of seminars, professional development
workshops and live fitness programmes critical to
the ongoing success of the sports and fitness
industry.
Pool and Spa Conference -The conference hosts a
series of workshops and keynotes on the latest
technology that is shaping the pool & spa industry at
a time of unprecedented growth and development
in the region.

T

BEX Events is thrilled to announce that TBEX
Europe 2018 will be held in Ostrava, Czech
Republic, on July 26th-28th, 2018.

TBEX Events, in partnership with their host
destination sponsors, CzechTourism, MoravianSilesian Region and the City of Ostrava, is planning a
complete program of professional development, PreBEX activities, official parties, social and speed
networking, and hosted FAM trips.
Jiri Duzár, Assistant Director and Digital & Strategy
Manager for CzechTourism USA and Canada,
elaborated on the reasons why the Tourism Board
chose Ostrava as their bid for the TBEX Europe 2018
conference. When they spoke about hosting TBEX a
few years back, it came without much saying that it's
going to take place in Prague. But as they realized that
Prague is already getting so much attention and often
takes events like this for granted, which made them
to believe also that it is important to differentiate
themselves from other host destinations and show
the lesser known and more authentic face of the
Czech Republic. They chose Ostrava. They also want
to establish that they are no rookies when it comes to
influencer marketing. They speak the same language
as the bloggers do and while they are excited about
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the conference part, they cannot wait to show
everyone around during the Pre-BEX & FAM Tours.
Patti Hosking, Vice President of Business
Development for TBEX mentioned that they work
diligently on behalf of their travel influencer
attendees to select a destination in an area which is
rich in story content, discovery and accessibility. The
bonus is the strong knowledge, the Tourism Board
hosts have demonstrated in working with bloggers,
and the value they place on their true marketing
power. They will learn together in an environment
where they are welcomed with open arms.
Rick Calvert, CEO of TBEX, echoed those sentiments
in his comments about their 2018 conference host
said that this is the first time TBEX has been to
central Europe and they are so happy to have
Ostrava as their host. The local and national tourist
board have been working with bloggers for a long
time now, and this event will help them showcase
what a great job they do.

Partners + emerging
markets such as TimorLeste, Shandong
Tourism and many
more.

H

eld on the 21st-22nd of August at Dockside Darling
Harbour, The Travel Industry Exhibition is Australia's
only travel trade show dedicated to the Mobile, MICE
and Luxury sectors.
You can look forward to top class seminars, two networking
events, and 'The Experience Hub,' whether it's live cooking
demonstrations, historical teachings or musical
representation, suppliers will get creative and transport you
for a truly memorable experience.
Meet with 55+ exhibitors at this year's boutique show. To give
you a preview, you can meet with AYANA Resort & Spa Bali,
Dubrovnik Tourist Board, Scenic Luxury Cruises, Conference &
Incentives New Zealand, India Tourism, Travel

For 2018, they have
also introduced their VIP buyer program
and they want to ensure that their buyers
get the best experience possible across the
two day show. You can expect express
registration, guaranteed access and VIP
seating for the seminars as well as
guaranteed attendance to the Networking
Drinks.
Education and learning lie at the heart of
the Travel Industry Exhibition. The Travel
Industry Exhibition will assemble an
unrivalled line-up of industry leaders' to
inform, inspire and share their knowledge
with you.
All sessions will be specifically tailored to
address key issues across the Mobile, MICE
and Luxury sectors and are free to attend
for all buyers. This is a unique opportunity
for the travel trade to hear from leading
experts of the industry, network with your
peers and have your say in the future
direction of the industry.
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Organized by Questex Hospitality Group, the Hotel
Management Thailand Summit (HMT) 2018 has
attracted international speakers and delegates to
further discuss everything operational, commercial,
and management in the hotel industry.
HMT
concluded on 7 June 2018 with over 160
participants in attendance at the JW Marriott Hotel
Bangkok.
This year, delegates heard from veteran hoteliers
and subject matter experts on the following topics
in a closed-door forum:
£ Rethinking

the Revenue growth Strategies in
Competitive Environment
£ Technology Trends in Hospitality
£ Leveraging Dynamic Pricing Strategies to Combat

Rate Imparity
£ Diversifying and Growing the Source Markets:

Conquering the New Frontiers
£ Exploring the Latest F&B Trends amidst the

Changing Fine & Casual Dining Scenes
£ Securing Owner Approval and Capital Investment

for Renovations and Upgrades
A Hot Debate was also organised on, “ How will
Blockchain Technology Enable Distribution and
Loyalty” ?
Delegates were encouraged to send in questions
via an online platform, and the questions raised
included:
£Would a city wide minimum price agreement

between the hotels work?
£Is it a sales, marketing or distribution strategy to
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help
focus
diversification of
source markets?

on
their
When: June 7, 2018
Where: Bangkok, Thailand

£Is

it a comprehensive
strategy including operations?
£What would be your suggestion in making

Chinese and Asian guests to spend more on
hotel services?
£

Panelist Tracy Dong, Lead Advisor – Asia Pacific,
IDeaS – A SAS Company in ͞Leveraging Dynamic
Pricing Strategies to Combat Rate Imparity says
her two takeaways from her experience on stage
are: Asset is not only the property value but the
talents who make it a success, and, Technology
is the future. Leveraging on the pricing
competitive is advantageous to win the battle.
HMT provided well-structured sessions with
great insights and lively speakers. "Very well
organized. Great topics. Informative speakers,"
praised Wouter Hazenbroek, General Manager at
Park Plaza Sukhumvit Bangkok and Boulevard
Hotel Bangkok HMT Summit 2018 is part of the
Hotel Management Asia Summit Series, Asia's
only truly regional hotel management
conference series. The series rotate through
Bangkok, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Indonesia
this year by leveraging regional experiences,
insights, and innovations to address marketspecific challenges.

International Conference on
Marketing, Tourism & Hospitality
Paris, France
globalbizresearch.org/France_Con
ference_2018_july2/

TTF Kolkata
Kolkata, India
www.ttfotm.com

Serviced Apartment
Summit Europe
London, United Kingdom
www.servicedapartmentsu
mmit.com

Global Travel Marketplace
Hollywood/Fort Lauderdale,FL
www.gtmflagship.com/home

TTF Hyderabad
Hyderabad, India
www.ttfotm.com
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India Travel Mart
Dehradun, India
www.itmtravelmart.com/home-1

China Airline Merchandising
Conference
Hilton Shanghai, Pudong, China
summit.traveldaily.cn/amc2018
/index_en

6th Annual MICE India &
Luxury Travel Congress
Mumbai, India
www.miltcongress.com/

IITM Bangalore
Bangalore, India
iitmindia.com

6th Annual MICE India & Luxury Travel
Congress
Delhi, India
www.miltcongress.com
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